
 
1) What are the orientations (underground or overhead) of Hydro Ottawa projects in the 

Stittsville area and why? 
 

The orientation of these projects is based on the road classification as prescribed by the City of 

Ottawa and the nature of existing distribution assets. In this case Abbott Street is classified as a 

‘Major Collector’ roadway and has existing overhead lines on the North side. Hydro Ottawa’s 

standard for this type of road is overhead lines. Sweetnam Drive is classified as a ‘Collector’ 

roadway and also has existing overhead assets, which are being rehabilitated. The Springbrook 

Drive and Granite Ridge Drive projects are underground due to existing underground 

infrastructure that will be rehabilitated. The Stittsville Main Street project is underground due to 

the previous combination of overhead and underground systems that were undersized and 

required upgrades. 

 

The Abbott St Project is underground from the intersection with Stittsville Main Street to east of 

the log cabin. This is due to clearance issues with overhead lines and their proximity to the 

structure (safety) and the need to connect with the underground project on Stittsville Main 

Street. Hydro Ottawa is also working with the City by installing this section underground to 

maintain the Town Square appearance. The line then continues overhead from east of the log 

cabin to the connection with the planned underground at Granite Ridge Drive.  

 

2) Why are the ties between Abbott Street and the other projects so critical? 
 

All four North-South projects (Stittsville Main, Springbrook Drive, Sweetnam Drive and Granite 

Ridge) will connect with the Abbott Street extension. This provides multiple routing points for 

electricity in case of faults or outages, giving our System Operators more flexibility in preventing 

and minimizing them as they occur. Without the Abbott St connection, Hydro Ottawa, and the 

Stittsville community, cannot take full advantage of the assets and infrastructure being installed 

through the other projects. The Abbott St project will also provide power for planned growth 

and development in the area between Iber Road and Terry Fox Drive. 

 

3) Which poles on Abbott Street will be removed or remain and why? 
 

The planned status of the poles on Abbott St is detailed in the attached image. Four poles (two 

on the South side of Abbott, two on the North) are being removed. The two South poles will be 

replaced with new poles, as they are in the path of the new overhead line. The two poles 

removed on the North side will be replaced with an underground line crossing Abbott St. This is 

Hydro Ottawa’s standard practice since the customers in the immediate area are supplied by 

underground. The other poles on the North side of Abbott, East of Stittsville Main Street cannot 

be removed since the customers in the area are supplied by overhead transformers. The other 

poles on the North side of Abbott St will have the top conductors removed, and can be 

shortened, but the service wire and telecom (Bell/Rogers) lines will remain. 



 

4) Electromagnetic Fields and Safety 
 

Hydro Ottawa complies with Health Canada standards for the designs of the distribution system. 

Please refer to the Health Canada website, www.hc-sc.gc.ca, the Canadian Electricity Association 

website, www.canelect.ca , or the World Health Organization’s website, www.who.int/peh-emf/en, for 

more information on EMFs. 
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